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Abstract
The ground-state (GS) properties of the one-dimensional (1D) Hubbard model
at half-filling are examined in the presence of a magnetic field using the
generalized mean-field (GMF) approach, which includes the spin-density and
the electron–hole correlations on an equal footing. The GMF formalism
provides insight into both the metal–insulator transition and the transition
from itinerant to localized magnetism with applied field. The GMF theory
can differentiate the energy gap from the antiferromagnetic order parameter
in the presence of a magnetic field. The numerical results for the GS energy,
the magnetization, the spin susceptibility, and the number of doubly occupied
sites are in good agreement with the exact results over a wide range of U/t and
h/t . The calculated h–U phase diagram exhibits a magnetic crossover from
itinerant electron–hole pairs to a Bose–Einstein condensate state of local pairs.
The overall picture of the magnetic crossover in 1D is found to be similar for
the simple case of constant density of states, putting the GMF approach on a
firmer basis in two and three dimensions.

1. Introduction

The repulsive Hubbard Hamiltonian is the simplest model that includes the basic ingredients of
electron correlations for the treatment of the metal–insulator transition and magnetism [1–8].
The model displays the many-body physics responsible for the interplay between the Mott–
Hubbard localization and antiferromagnetism, and is currently a subject of intensive study due
to its possible relevance in high-Tc superconductivity [9]. The intermediate-coupling regime
(U ∼ t) is of particular interest, as in this range of parameters, the competition between
band effects and localization due to correlations is important. So far, the ground-state (GS)
properties of the Hubbard model have been solved exactly only in one and infinite dimensions
(D) [11, 12], including the presence of a magnetic field [13–15]. The continuum model for
a similar excitonic insulator [16–20], consisting of spinless particles and holes with equal
masses and interacting via an attractive delta-function potential, has been solved also exactly
in 1D [21, 22].
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The lack of exact results in higher dimensions has stimulated the growth of numerical
calculations on finite systems, through exact-diagonalization techniques [10, 23], quantum
Monte Carlo (QMC) simulations, and renormalization group (RG) techniques [24,25], which
are limited to finite-size systems. Furthermore, a variety of approximate analytical approaches
have been used to study the Hubbard model, including mean-field theories [26–31], Green
function decoupling schemes [32], functional integral formulations [33], and variational
approaches [34, 35].

The exact solution for the Hubbard model in one dimension [11,13–15,21,22] provides a
test of the quality of the different approximate theories, especially in the intermediate-coupling
region U ∼ t .

The purpose of this work is to apply the generalized mean-field (GMF) treatment, which
includes the spin magnetization and the antiferromagnetic correlations on an equal footing, to
study the GS properties of the Hubbard chain at half-filling in the presence of a magnetic field,
and to compare the results with the Bethe-ansatz solutions.

We find that the GS properties are in qualitative, and in some cases quantitative, agreement
with the exact results over a wide range of U/t and h. The GMF approach also correctly
predicts the presence of a gap as U → 0 over the entire range of h, consistent with the exact
results [3, 11], and it becomes exact for h � hc, where hc is the upper critical magnetic field
for a fully polarized state.

Finally, we investigate the interplay between itinerant and local magnetism through the
calculation of the �k-dependent single-particle energy gap Egap(k) in the presence of a magnetic
field. The GMF approach differentiates the energy gap from the antiferromagnetic order
parameter at relatively high fields or strong coupling, giving rise to a magnetic crossover.
The calculated h–U phase diagram exhibits three regimes. Simply stated, we find that kF
increases with h from kF = π /2 at h = 0 to kF = π at h0(U), where h0(U) is the lower
critical field, above which the single-particle energy gap occurs at kF = π . In the weak-
magnetic-field regime, h � h0(U), we have itinerant magnetism with reduced local moment
and the antiferromagnetic order parameter �Q=π = Egap(kF ), with kF < π . With increasing
h or U/t , the system undergoes a smooth transition from itinerant electron–hole pairs to local
Bose–Einstein pairs with zero momentum. For h0 � h � hc, there is a phase with well
developed local moments, an energy gap at kF = π , and Egap > �. Finally, for h � hc(U),
we have a fully polarized phase.

The paper is organized as follows. In section 2 we present the GMF formalism and describe
the crossover from itinerant to localized magnetism. Also in this section we present analytical
results for the GS properties for the simple case of constant density of states. In section 3,
we present results for the number of doubly occupied sites, the effective bandwidth, and the
zero-field susceptibility and compare them with the exact Bethe-ansatz results in the absence
of an external magnetic field. Section 4 presents the GMF results for the GS properties, the
energy gap, and the phase diagram in the presence of a magnetic field. A concluding summary
follows in section 5.

2. GMF formalism

2.1. GMF Model

The Hubbard model in one dimension and in the presence of a magnetic field h is

H = −t
∑
iσ

(c+
iσ ci+1σ + c+

i+1σ ciσ ) + U
∑
i

c+
i↑c

+
i↓ci↓ci↑ − h

2

∑
i

(c+
i↑ci↑ − c+

i↓ci↓) (1)
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where c+
iσ and ciσ are the creation and annihilation operators for the electron with spin σ at site

i, t > 0 is the matrix element for hopping between nearest-neighbour sites, U is the on-site
Coulomb interaction, and the third term is the Zeeman energy in the presence of a magnetic
field H , h = gµBH [13, 14].

In this work we generalize the mean-field approach [27–29] in the presence of a magnetic
field, by introducing two order parameters: an antiferromagnetic order parameter

�Q = 2U

N

∑
k

〈c+
k+Q↓ck↑〉 (2)

describing the electron–hole correlations or the transverse (x–y) antiferromagnetic spin
fluctuations (〈s+〉 = 〈s−〉 = �Q/2U ) [8]; and the spin magnetization along the z-direction

sz = 1

2N

∑
j

〈c+
j↑cj↑ − c+

j↓cj↓〉. (3)

In the case of particle–hole symmetry, where εk = −εk+π , the value of Q minimizing the
energy is Q = π (� ≡ �Q=π ), and the GS energy reduces to

EGS = − 1

N

∑
k

√(
εk − h

2

)2

+
�2

4
+

�2

4U
+ Us2 +

U

4
(4)

where h = h + 2sU .
The bipartite 1D Hubbard model (N even) can be reinterpreted in terms of electron–hole

pairs through the electron–hole transformation for the electron operators for one species such
as c+

i↓ = c+
i↓ and c+

i↑ = (−1)ici↑ [31]. In the two-orbital model of spinless fermions with intra-

site attraction [21,22], the parameter µ̄ = µ + Un̄/2 = −h/2 plays the role of a renormalized
chemical potential for the electron–hole pair concentration n̄ = 1 − 2s within the attractive
Hubbard model.

Minimization of EGS with respect to � and s gives the system of self-consistent equations

� = U

2N

∑
k

�√
(εk − h/2)2 + �2/4

(5)

s = − 1

2N

∑
k

(εk − h/2)√
(εk − h/2)2 + �2/4

. (6)

For h � hc, s = 1/2 and � = 0, and the GMF gives the exact critical field, hc =√
16t2 + U 2 − U , for a fully saturated state [6].

The density of doubly occupied sites D(h), measuring the degree of electron correlation,
is

1

N

∑
i

[〈ni↓〉〈ni↑〉 + 〈c+
i↑ci↓〉〈c+

i↓ci↑〉] = D0(h) − �2(h)

4U 2
. (7)

Here, D0(h) = 〈n↑〉〈n↓〉 = 1
4 − s2(h) is the number of doubly occupied sites in the presence

of a magnetic field at U = 0. The ratio �2(h)/4U 2, which describes the average density
of bound electron–hole pairs (excitons), decreases at the expense of the number of doubly
occupied sites. Using the Feynman–Hellmann theorem, the effective kinetic energy is

teff = − t

N

∑
〈i,j〉,σ

〈
c+
iσ ciσ

〉 = EGS − UD.
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2.2. Magnetic crossover

In this section we investigate the crossover associated with the evolution of the single-particle
energy gap with h and U/t . The single-particle energy gap is

Egap(kF ) =
√
(2εkF

− h)2 + �2. (8)

In figure 1, we show a schematic picture of the evolution of the single-particle energy spectrum
at relatively weak and strong magnetic field. For h = 0 the gap occurs at kF = π/2 and is
identical to the order parameter (Egap = �) for all values of U/t . With increasing h > 0, kF
increases with h according to

kF =

 cos−1

(
− h

4t

)
if

∣∣h∣∣ < 4t

π if
∣∣h∣∣ � 4t .

(9)

The lower critical field h0 � hc, at which the energy gap occurs at kF = π , can be determined
from 4t − 2Us(U, h0) − h0 = 0. For h � h0(U), kF < π and Egap(kF ) ≡ �, while
for h � h0(U), kF = π and Egap(π) = √

[(4t − h)2 + �2] � �. This variation of Egap

with h suggests a transition from itinerant electron–hole pairs with local moment m ≈ 1/2
(m ≡ 1 − 2D) for h � h0, into a Bose condensate regime of localized pairs with kF = π

and m ≈ 1. Note that when h increases, µ̄ decreases, approaching the bottom of the
conduction band (−2t) at k̄F = 0. This transition is analogous to that in superconductivity,
where there is a crossover from an itinerant BCS to a Bose condensate regime (k̄F = 0) of
electron pairs [36–41]. Although the results presented in section 4 use the tight-binding model
(εk = −2t cos k), we present below simple analytical expressions for the GS properties for the
simple case of constant density of states.

(a) (b)

Figure 1. The GMF excitation spectrum for (a) h < h0, where the gap occurs at kF < π , and for
(b) h0 < h < hc , where the gap occurs at kF ≡ π .

2.3. Constant density of states

For the case of constant density of states with bandwidth W = 2zt , equations (4)–(6) can
be solved analytically for any dimension d = z/2. At half-filling, the two self-consistent
equations for � and s reduce to

� = 4zt
√

1 − 4s2
/

sinh
4zt

U
(10)
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h = 8szt coth
4zt

U
. (11)

Note that � → 0 as s → 1/2, indicating an excitonic instability near magnetic saturation.
Equation (11) gives a magnetization s = h/(2hc) and a magnetic susceptibility

χ = gµB

ds

dH
= g2µ2

B/2hc

where

hc = 4zt coth
4zt

U
− U.

The GMF susceptibility increases monotonically with U/4zt and is larger than the exact
result [14]. Increase of dimensionality leads to a decrease of χ by factor of (2d)−2. The GS
energy, EGS = −hc(

1
4 − s2), reduces to EGS = 0.25hc at h = 0, in good agreement with the

exact result EGS = αhc, where α ∼ 0.3–0.4 [11]. For U/4zt � 1, EGS ≈ −zt + U/2 and for
U/4zt � 1, EGS ≈ −4z2t2/U . The double occupancy

D =
(

1

4
− s2

)(
1 − 16z2t2

U 2 sinh2(4zt/U)

)

reduces to D = 4z2t2/3U 2 in the strong-coupling limit, in qualitative agreement with the exact
result. The single-particle gap at hc is

Egap = −4zt + U + hc = 4zt

(
coth

4zt

U
− 1

)
(12)

and the lower critical field h0(U) is

h0 = 4zt − Us = 4zt − U tanh
4zt

U
. (13)

Forh > hc, the GMF gap increases withU/2W , in agreement with the exact result. In the weak-
coupling regime, Egap ∼ 8zte−8zt/U , compared to the exact expression Egap ∼ U 2/2zt [14].
However, for U/4zt � 1, Egap = U − 4zt − 16t2z2/3U , which correctly predicts the
appearance of the linear t-term in the exact solution [14]. Overall, even in the simple case of
constant density of states, the GMF approach captures qualitatively the GS properties of the
Hubbard model.

3. Ground-state properties at h = 0

In figure 2(a) we present the GMF results (dashed curve) for the double occupancy as a function
of U/t and compare them with the exact ones (solid curve). In the weak-coupling regime, the
GMF expression overestimates the double occupancy

D0 − D = 64t2e−4πt/U

U 2

compared to the exact expression

D0 − D = 7Uζ(3)

2tπ2

due to the underestimation of electron correlations. On the other hand, in the strong-coupling
regime, the GMF approach overestimates electron correlations giving D = 4t2/U 2 compared
to the exact expression of D = 4t2 ln 2/U 2. In figure 2(b) we plot the GMF results (dashed
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(a) (b)

Figure 2. (a) Zero-field double occupancy versus U/t in the GMF approach (dashed curve) along
with the exact results (solid curve). (b) Zero-field effective kinetic energy versus U/t in the GMF
approach (dashed curve) compared to the exact results (solid curve).

curve) for teff versus U/t along with the exact results (solid curve). The GMF approach
overestimates the effective kinetic energy

teff = 4t

π
− 64t2e−4πt/U

U

for U/t � 1 (the exact result is teff = 4t/π − 7U 2ζ(3)/[4π2t]), while it underestimates
teff ≈ 4t2/U in the strong-coupling limit. Overall, there is good agreement between the GMF
and the exact results for teff over a wide range of h and U/t .

In figure 3 we show the GMF and the exact results [14] for the zero-field susceptibility as
a function of U/t . The susceptibility increases monotonically with U/t from its initial Pauli
value χ = g2µ2/4πt for U = 0, to its Heisenberg value

χ = g2µ2U

16t2

for U/t � 1. In the weak-coupling regime, the GMF result reduces to

χ = g2µ2

4πt

(
1 +

U

2πt

)
where the first-order correction term is smaller than the exact one by a factor of two [14].

4. Ground-state results at h �= 0

4.1. GMF order parameters

The variations of s and � with h are shown in figures 4 and 5, respectively. In figure 4 we
also present the exact results for the magnetization for U/t = 3 and 10. The GMF approach
overestimates the magnetization over the entire parameter space (U/t and h � hc), due to the
neglect of spin fluctuations. The magnetization approaches its saturated value more rapidly as
U/t increases, consistent with the zero-field susceptibility χ(h) in figure 3. For h � hc(U),
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Figure 3. Zero-field susceptibility χ(U)/tg2µB
2 as

a function of U/t obtained using the GMF approach
(dashed curve) along with the exact results (solid curve).

Figure 4. Magnetization s(h) versus h/t in the GMF
approach (dashed curve) along with the exact results
(solid curve), for U/t = 3 and 10.

Figure 5. Antiferromagnetic order parameter �(h) as a function of h/t , for U/t = 1, 3, 6, and 10.

the non-zero value of � shows the stability of the antiferromagnetic insulating state. The
parameter � varies non-monotonically with h for U/t � 1. As h → hc(U), s → 1/2,
whereas � = U

√
(1 − 4s2) → 0, indicating the suppression of the transverse magnetization

〈s+〉 = �/2U by h. Figures 4 and 5 suggest three different phases: a ‘pure’ antiferromagnetic
state at h = 0 (� �= 0, s ≡ 0); a mixed phase (� �= 0 and s �= 0) for h � hc(U); and a
fully saturated magnetic state for h � hc (� ≡ 0 and s ≡ 1/2). The behaviour of s with field
resembles that of valence with applied pressure in the mixed-valence state [20].
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4.2. Ground-state energy

The variation of EGS with s is shown in figure 6 for two values of U/t , along with the exact
results of Takahashi [13]. The GS energy increases monotonically with U/t and h, and reduces
to

EGS = − 4

π

√
1 −

(
h

hc

)2

for U = 0. For h = 0 and U/t � 1, the kinetic energy is suppressed due to U , and the
GS energy reduces to EGS = 4t2/U , i.e. the energy of the 1D Heisenberg model [1]. Near
saturation, EGS = −(1/2 − s)(

√
[U 2 + 16t2] − U) increases linearly with s.

Figure 6. Ground-state energy E(s) versus magnetization s (dashed curve) compared to the exact
result (solid curve) for U/t = 3 and 10.

4.3. Magnetic susceptibility

The results for χ(h) as a function of h are shown in figure 7, for U/t = 3, 6, and 10. While
the exact expression for the susceptibility exhibits a Van Hove singularity, χ ∼ 1/

√
(hc − h),

as h → hc (or s → 1/2), the GMF approach yields a finite susceptibility. Thus, the GMF
overestimates χ for small h and underestimates it as h → hc. For h > hc, χ = 0, as in the
exact case. As expected, the GMF approach does not describe well physical quantities which
involve charge or spin excitations.

4.4. Double occupancy

The double occupancy D(h) is plotted versus h in figure 8 for U/t = 3, 6, and 10. Also we
show in the figure the corresponding exact results for D at h = 0 and at h = hc for U = 3
(crosses), 6 (circles), and 10 (triangles). The exact expression

dD

dh
∼ − 1√

hc − h

exhibits a Van Hove singularity as h → hc, whereas the GMF yields a finite slope for all
values of U/t . While the effect of U is to increase both � and s for h �= 0, the effect of h

is to increase s but to decrease �. However, the combined effect of U/t and h/t on s and �

leads to a monotonic decrease of D(h), in agreement with the exact result. The decrease of D
leads to the enhancement of the local moment. For U/t � 1, the local moment approaches
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Figure 7. Susceptibility χ(h)/tg2µB
2 as a function of magnetic field for U/t = 3, 6, and 10. The

crosses, circles, and triangles denote the exact values of χ at h/t = 0 for U/t = 3, 6, and 10. The
exact critical field for a fully saturated magnetic state is denoted by hc .

Figure 8. Double occupancy D(h) as a function of h for U/t = 3, 6, and 10. The crosses, circles,
and triangles denote the exact values of D(h) at h/t = 0 and h = hc for U/t = 3, 6, and 10.

saturation m ≈ 1 at relatively high h (h0 ≈ hc). In contrast, for large U/t , where D is small,
the transition in the local magnetic regime occurs at relatively weak field, h0 � hc.

4.5. Kinetic energy

In figure 9, we plot the variation of teff versus h for U/t = 3, 6, and 10. Also shown in
figure 9 are the exact results for the effective kinetic energy at h = 0 and at h = hc for
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Figure 9. Effective kinetic energy teff (h)/t versus h/t for U/t = 3, 6, and 10. The crosses,
circles, and triangles denote the exact values of teff (h)/t at h = 0 and h = hc , respectively for
U/t = 3, 6, and 10.

U = 3 (crosses), 6 (circles), and 10 (triangles). The GMF approach gives a finite dteff /dh
as h → hc, while the exact result shows a square-root singularity. For U/t � 3, the GMF
approach overestimates correlations and suppresses teff throughout the entire h-region. For
U/t � 3, the GMF approach underestimates (overestimates) correlations for small (large) h.
Overall, the GMF results are in good agreement with the exact ones.

At hc, teff is equivalent to the kinetic energy E(K) =
√
g2(t,K) + U 2 + 2µ0 [6] of the

centre of mass of the electron–hole pair in the dilute electron–hole density limit (n̄ → 0),
where g(t,K) = −2t cosK/2, and µ0 = −hc/2 + U/2. The value of K minimizing EGS is
K = 0, corresponding to the condensation of the electron–hole pairs with zero momentum.
The effective pair hopping at h = hc is

t
(2)
eff ≡ ∂2E(K)

∂K2

∣∣∣∣
K=0

= 2t2/
√

16t2 + U 2

and decreases with U/t . For U/t � 1, the single-particle hopping reduces to 2teff , which
differs from the GMF result by a factor 2/π at h = 0. However, in the large-U/t limit the
single-particle hopping term, 2t0 = 2t2/U , is identical to the effective bandwidth at h = 0.
The average effective radius of the bound electron–hole pair at hc is

ς =
√
r̄2 = 1√

2 ln(4t/hc)
.

4.6. Energy gap

In figure 10 we present the variation of the order parameter � and the single-particle energy
gap, Egap, with h for U/t = 10. �, which contains both the charge and spin excitations, is
identical to the single-particle energy gap, which occurs at kF < π , for h < h0. For h > h0,
Egap(π) � � (equation (8)). The order parameter � decreases with h due to the suppression
of the antiferromagnetic spin fluctuations. The open circles in figure 10 denote the exact values
of the Mott–Hubbard gap at h = 0 and h = hc. At h = hc, � = 0 and the GMF gap is identical
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Figure 10. Energy gap Egap/t and the order parameter � as functions of magnetic field for
U/t = 10. Also we show the lower critical field h0 below which Egap = �, and the upper critical
field hc at which � = 0.

to the exact gap Egap = √
(16t2 + U 2) − 4t . For h � hc, the exact gap increases slowly with

h, whereas the GMF gap decreases with h.
The GMF energy gap is plotted versus h/t in figure 11 for various values of U/t . We

also show in this figure the exact values for the Mott–Hubbard gap at h = 0 and at h = hc

for U/t = 3 (crosses), 6 (circles), and 10 (triangles). While the exact gap increases with

Figure 11. Energy gap Egap/t versus h for U/t = 1, 3, 6, and 10. The crosses, circles, and
triangles denote the exact values for the gap at h = 0 and at h = hc , for U/t = 1, 3, and 6,
respectively. Also shown is the lower critical field h0 below which Egap = �.
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increasing U/t or h/t , the GMF gap increases with U/t and decreases with h/t for h < hc.
For h � hc, the GMF gap is identical to the exact gap and increases linearly with h. Although
the GMF method overestimates the exact gap, it correctly displays the partial separation of
charge and spin excitations for h0 � h � hc.

The repulsive Hubbard model (U > 0) at half-filling in the presence of h is equivalent to
the attractive Hubbard model (U < 0) for general electron–hole concentration, n̄ ≡ 1−2s, with
a renormalized chemical potential µ̄ ≡ −h̄/2. Correspondingly, the variation of Egap versus
h for the electron system is analogous to the variation of Ēgap(n̄) versus particle concentration,
n̄, for the attractive Hubbard model (U < 0) [39, 41]. That is, for the electron–hole system,
Ēgap(k̄F = 0) �= �̄0, when µ̄ crosses the bottom of the band, µ̄ < −2t . Here, �̄0 is the
BCS order parameter for pairing with zero centre-of-mass momentum Q = 0. These results
indicate a transition for the exciton system from itinerant electron–hole pairs for n̄ � n̄0 into a
Bose condensate regime of localized pairs with k̄F = 0 for n̄ < n̄0, analogous to the BCS–Bose
condensate transition of electron pairs in superconductivity [36–41].

4.7. h–U phase diagram

In figure 12 we present the h–U phase diagram which exhibits three different phases: a fully
saturated magnetic state (I) with s = 1/2 and � = 0 for h � hc(U); a state (II) with
0 � s � 1/2, characterized by Egap(kF ) �= � and kF = π , for h0 � h � hc; and an itinerant
state (III) characterized by Egap(kF ) = �, with kF �= π for h < h0. The crossover from
itinerant to local magnetism is smooth as a function of U/t and h/t .

Figure 12. The U–h phase diagram. The curves labelled h0(U) and hc(U) denote the lower and
upper critical fields, respectively. Phase I corresponds to a fully saturated magnetic state; in phase
II (h0 < h < hc) the gap occurs at kF = π and � �= Egap(kF ) and in phase III (0 < h < h0(U))
� = Egap(kF ) and kF < π .

As discussed earlier, phase II consists of local electron–hole pairs with zero centre-of-mass
momentum. While for U = 0 there is a smooth transition from I into III at hc = h0 = 4t , the
application of h for any infinitesimal U/t results in a transition from phase I to II. At h = 0,
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independent of the value of U/t , there is no crossover to phase II, due to the overlap of the
electron–hole pairs. The critical magnetization h0(U) along the boundary between phases II
and III for the electron system maps into the critical concentration n̄0(U) = 1 − 2s0, for the
electron–hole system (U < 0), below which the system undergoes a Bose condensation with
the density of excitons �̄2

0/4U 2 [39].

5. Summary

In conclusion, the GMF approach provides a qualitative, and in some cases quantitative,
description of the GS properties of the one-dimensional Hubbard model in the presence of a
magnetic field. The magnetic field suppresses spin fluctuations and increases the longitudinal
magnetization s. In contrast, the Coulomb interaction suppresses charge fluctuations and
increases bothEgap and s. Overall, the GMF results for the GS properties are in good agreement
with the exact results over a wide range of values of h and U/t . At h � h0 we find a separation
between the spin (�) and charge (Egap) degrees of freedom, which in turn gives rise to a
magnetic crossover from itinerant electron–hole pairs with small local moments to a Bose
condensate regime with local moments m ≈ 1. For h � hc(U), the gap Egap increases
linearly with h, in agreement with exact results. We have derived analytical expressions for
the simple case of constant density of states. The overall picture of the magnetic crossover is
found to be independent of the details of the electronic structure. The good agreement between
the GMF results and the exact ones puts the GMF approach on a firmer basis in two and three
dimensions, where the effect of fluctuations is weaker. Work currently in progress is aimed
at applying the GMF approach to generalized versions of Hubbard-like models and to higher
dimensions, where exact results are lacking.
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